The effects of turbulence modeling on the prediction of equilibrium states of turbulent buoyant shear flows were investigated. The velocity field models used include a two-equation closure, a Reynoldsstress closure assuming two different pressure-strain models and three different dissipation rate tensor models. As for the thermal field closure rnode[s, two different pressure-scrambling models and nine different temperature variance dissipation rate (&,) equations were considered. The emphasis of this paper is focused on the effects of the g0-equation, of the dissipation rate models, of the pressure-strain models and of the pressure-scrambling models on the prediction of the approach to equilibrium turbulence. Equilibrium turbulence is defined by the time rate of change of the scaled Reynolds stress anisotropic tensor and heat flux vector becoming zero. These conditions lead to the equilibrium state parameters, given by /3/g, P#/&_, R = (O_"/2e#)/(k/g), Sk/e and G/e, becoming constant. Here, /3 and /5o are the production of turbulent kinetic energy k and temperature variance 02, respectively, g and e0 are their respective dissipation rates, R is the mixed time scale ratio, G is the buoyant production of k and S is the mean shear gradient. Calculations show that the g0-equation has a significant effect on the prediction of the approach to equilibrium turbulence. For a particular e0-equation, all velocity closure models considered give an equilibrium state if anisotmpic dissipation is accounted for in one form or another in the dissipation rate tensor or in the e-equation.
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Introduction
Homogeneous turbulent flows played a central role in the modeling and analysis of complex inhomogeneous turbulent flows (Rogallo and Molt, 1984: Speziale, 1991 ) . The reason is that these homogeneous flows provide a great deal of insight into key parameters characterizing turbulence in a simplified setting which quite understanding of the evolution of homogeneous turbulence and its approach to equilibrium.
For turbulent buoyant shear [tows, DNS have been performed by Gerz eta/. (1989) , Gerz and Schumann ( 1991 ) and Kaltenbach et al. (1994) , while Piccirillo and van Atta (1997) and Rohr et al. (1988b) ha'_'e experimentally studied the buoyancy effects on stratified turbulent shear flows. According to these investigations, stable stratification weakens isotropization. Therefore, the isotropic dissipation rate model is not adequate to describe the evolution of buoyant homogeneous turbulence.
Recently, So el al. (1999) conducted a numerical simulation using different turbulence models and assessed the performance of cmtain anisotropic dissipation rate models. Their investigations revealed that there were difficulties still in the prediction of counter-gradient heat flux and the onset of internal gravity waves in buoyant shear flows. However, it should be pointed out that all the investigations mentioned above were only carried out tot the short time period (or the near-field region of experiments), therefore, turbulence evolution for the hmg time was not reported due to experimental and numerical difficulties.
An important property of homogeneous turbulent shear flows is the appearance of the dynamic state parameters, which tend to approach equilibrium values in the long time limit. The equilibrium states provide an important benchmark in the calibration of closure models. For non-buoyant turbulent shear flows, Abid and Speziale (1993) calculated the equilibrium states for channel flows and homogeneous turbulent shear flows using Reynolds-stress closures. The fixed points associated with the equilibrium states for several homogeneous shear flows were determined from bifurcation diagrams (Speziale and Mac Giolla Mhuiris, 1989 : Speziate, 1991 ' Speziale et al., 1996 , and they were used to assess the stability of higher-order models and their ability to predict the correct equilibrium values. Recently, using representation theory, Jongen and Gatski (1998) also showed that equilibrium turbulence of homogeneous shear flows is defined by the state parameters, /5/g and Sk/_'. Here, /5 is the production of turbulent kinetic energy k and S is the mean shear rate of the mean flow. They, further derived a general algebraic relation between the state parameters based solely on the form of the pressure-strain rate model, and without having to specify a modeled g-equation
for the dissipation rate of k. Their analysis gave the same equilibrium values as those predicted by the Reynolds-stress turbulence closures. Tavoularis and Corrsin ( 1981 ) conjectured that equilibrium states also exist for buoyant shear flows, however, they take a longer time (or distance) to achieve. Due to the interaction between shear and buoyancy, the approach to equilibrium turbulence for buoyant shear flows is much more complicated.
Up to now, even the parameters that characterize the equilibrium states are not known precisely and there was a lack of reliable experimental data on the equilibrimn states of turbulent buoyant shear flows.
Numerical modeling of buoyant shear flows, even under the assumption of incompressibility, is quite a bit more complicated than pure shear flows. In addition to closure models for the Reynolds-stress equation, other models for the equations governing the transport of the Reynolds heat-flux and the associated dissipation rate (s:o) of the temperature variance (02) need to be invoked (Launder, 1978 (Launder, , 1989 is the buoyant production of k. Therefore, the objective of this paper is to examine the effects of turbulence modeling on the prediction of these equilibrium states. It can be classified into the following tasks.
The first task is to investigate the effect of the modeled s_-equation on the prediction of equilibrium states.
A second task is to study the effect of modeling the pressure-strain tensor. The third task is to examine the effect of the model invoked for the pressure-scrambling vector. Finally, a fourth task is to investigate the influence of anisotropic dissipation modeling.
Since this model affects the modeled s-equation, the effect of this equation in the context of anisotropic dissipation modeling will be examined also. Two different turbulence closure schemes are used in this study, a k-s" and a Reynolds-stress closure. The k-s closure is used to study in detail the effect of the modeled so-equation, while the Reynolds-stress closure is used to examine the effects of pressure-strain models, pressure-scrambling models and dissipation rate tensor models.
The Modeled Equations

Reynolds Averaged Equations
The flow considered is a homogeneous buoyant turbulent shear flow where the Boussinesq approximation is assumed valid. According to the studies of Sommer and co-workers ( 1995, 1997) , two-equation heat flux models are not appropriate for buoyant shear flows, because they failed to predict the onset of countergradient heat flux and the presence of internal gravity waves correctly. Therefore, a Reynolds heat-flux model has to be assumed instead. Invoking the Boussinesq approximation, the incompressible Reynolds-stress and heat-flux modeled transport equations can be written for a homogeneous shear flow as is the shear stress production tensor, G_i = -flgiltjO -/4gjtti 0 is the buoyant production of the Reynolds stresses and G#i = -/4gi 02 is the buoyant production of the heat fluxes. Here,/4 is the coefficient of thermal expansion of the fluid and gi is the gravitational vector, The pressure-strain tensor 1-I6 and the dissipation rate tensor e_j in (1) need modeling. The ¢'_i term includes both the pressure-scrambling vector and the molecular dissipation of the heat fluxes. Its writing was suggested by Launder (1978) . Therefore, its modeling should include the effect of molecular dissipation on the heat fluxes. These models are briefly discussed below.
Pressure-Strain Models
For buoyant turbulent flows, the term FIii can be represented by three parts: they are the slow part FI! st rapid part Pll R) and the buoyant part RI B). The slow and rapid parts can be modeled as in non-buoyant the flows and the buoyant part can be modeled by' relating it to the generation/destruction of the Reynolds {S) {R) stresses by buoyancy (Launder, 1978) . Two different models for FI_/ + F/_i are investigated; they are the linear IP model of Launder eta/. (1975) and the nonlinear SSG model of Speziale et al. ( 1991 ) . These models plus the buoyant model, FI IB_ = C6(G_i -2G&i/3), can be written as follows. The complete expression tbr 4O2 I-l,:i. invoking the IP model for l-](s)ijJr-]-]!R)u"is given
where Ct = 3.6, C2 = 0.8, C_ = 1.2, C4 = 1.2. C6 = (sl I-I!R) is corresponding expression for Hij, invoking the SSG model for Hij + n ' n,:,= -(c,+c; +C2kS,j +C3k t,,,Sjk +bjkS, - 
where a' = 3 has been assumed. The SG modeled equation for d,j is given by where /3 is one-half the trace of Pij. The model constants take on the following values: C_;l = 1.44, Ce2 = 1.83 and C_3 = 1.44. Note that (10) does not include the effect of dij, whose influence only contributes to the calculation of sij through (6). This, however, is not the case for the SG model, and the s-equation solved is modified to give where y = a (_o13 -Tg) and the constants take on values C,I = 1.0, CF2 = 1.83 and C,:3 = 1.44. In this equation the effects of d!i are accounted for through the term involving both d_i and S 0. Thus. the anisotropic effects of s(i are given by (6) as well as accounted for in the determination of s. This is a major difference between the HGJ and SG models. 
Heat Flux Models
where C5o = C2o is recommended by Launder (1978) . If the term involving C3o is set to zero as suggested by Launder (1978), the other constants would take on the following values, Clo = 3.28 and C20 = 0.40. On the other hand, including the C3o term leads to the recommended constants Cle = 3.28, C2o = 0.80 and C,so = -0.20.
The linear model given in (12) is by no means unique. For example, Shabany and Durbin (1997) suggested a slightly different linear model for qbtR_ Their proposal consists of three terms, the C_o and C3o term 0/ " plus a term involving the mean temperature gradient,
However, in their calculations, they have set C4o = 0. Therefore, in reality, their suggested linear model for "niR) is the same as that given in (12). _Oi A comparison of the effects of the different terms in (12) including a C40 term on heat flux modeling has been attempted by Wikstrom et al. (2000) . Their comparisons were made with DNS data, whenever available, obtained fbr a homogeneous shear flow, a plane channel flow and a heated cylinder wake. In addition, they have also considered models where the C1_ term was modified by the time scale ratio R. Their results showed that if the C4o term is included in (12), then C__0and C3_ have to be set equal to zero. Otherwise, the model performance would deteriorate significantly. A model that performs well for all test cases was one given by modifying C_o with R and setting all other constants to zero. Other models perform differently for the test cases considered.
As a first attempt, the present study focuses on (121) only. It should be pointed out that the proposed model includes the effect of molecular dissipation on the heat fluxes and is consistent with those used by other researchers. All calculations reported in this paper, unless specified explicitly, were carried out assuming C3_
to be zero. The effect of the C30 term on the prediction of equilibrium states is investigated separately. In view__of the temperature coupling between (1) and_ (2), their closure requires knowledge of the varialion of 02. This can be obtained by solving the modeled 02 and _0 transport equations. Nine different sets of modeled equations are summarized in So and Speziale (1999) and they can be written in a general form as
The different model constants adopted for pure and wall shear flows in the nine sets of modeled e,-equation are summarized in Table 1 , where abbreviations (shown in Table 1 ) are used to denote the different models. These models are not completely independent of each other. For example, NLL and EL belong to one group, GJK, JM and SSZ another, AY, NK and YNT a third and CL is the fourth group. Members within a group only differ in the values of the constants chosen. In view of this, only one representative member of each group needs to be investigated.
Numerical Solution
Different combinations of the velocity governing equations given above will give rise to different Reynoldsstress closure models. For the sake of clarity, the following abbreviation are adopted to designate the various Reynolds-stress closures used for the calculations of turbulent buoyant shear flows. The 2-Eq designation is used to denote a two-equation model, which solves the trace of (I) and (10), the IP designation means adopting (31, (5) and (10), while SSG means the use of (4), (5) and (10) in the equation set. It should be noted that, in the 2-Eq model,/5 is approximated by C t, (k2/E)SuSij with Cz, = 0.09 and the constants associated with ( I 0) are given by Cd = 1.50, C__, = 1.90 and C,3 = 1.50. Other designations used are SSG/HGJ and SSG/SG. They signify the solution of the equation set (4), (6), (7) and (10) and the set (41, (6), (8), (9) and ( I I ), respectively. Of course, in all these closures, ( 1), (2) and ( 12)-(14) are also solved simultaneously.
These closures differ in the modeling of the pressure-strain and dissipation rate tensors, and the pressurescrambling vector. Comparisons of these models can. therefore, shed light on their ability or inability to predict equilibrium states of turbulent buoyant shear flows.
The equations constitute a set of coupled initial value problems. They are solved using a Bulirsch-Stoer method (see Press et al., 1986) approach to equilibrium turbulence of the cases considered by So et al. (1999) , the same initial conditions specified there are used here, For most cases, unless specifically stated, Pp"= 5 is assumed,
Effect of Reynolds Stress Closures on the Equilibrium States of Pure Shear Flows
The performance of different turbulence models in the predictions of homogeneous shear flows, homogeneous buoyant flows and homogeneous buoyant shear flows has been critically examined (So et at., 1999) and the calculations were evaluated against DNS and experimental data. However, the approach to equilibrium turbulence and the ability of these closure models to predict equilibrium states have not been examined.
This paper proposes to examine the equilibrium states of stably stratified shear flows. Therefore, betbre proceeding to analyze buoyant shear flows, the effect of the different Reynolds stress models on the prediction of equilibrium states for pure shear flows has to be examined first.
For homogeneous shear flows, the approach to equilibrium turbulence is signified by db(i/dt = 0. This leads to /5/_ and Sk/e becoming constant as time goes to infinity (Jongen and Gatski, 1998) . It may take a long time to reach this state, but large eddy simulation results (Rogers et al., 1986) show that such a state is achieved at equilibrium. Based on this condition and the governing k and e equations, the asymptotic values for/5/_ and Sk/e can be determined. According to Jongen and Gatski (1998), the condition d(Sk/e)/dt = 0 is valid at equilibrium. Then it follows that
Substituting the trace of ( 1) and (10) 578 is deduced. This shows that production does not balance dissipation as equilibrium is approached. Instead, at equilibrium, /5 settles to a higher value than E.
The next task is to evaluate the asymptotic values determined from the different Reynolds-stress closures. Only the model calculations from SSG and IP are considered, but they include the use of three different e(i models, i.e. those given by (5), (6) and (7), and (6), (8) and (9) (1989) indicate that (Sk/e),_,_ should fall between 5.0 and 6.0 and Speziale and Gatski (1997) also obtained a value for (Sk/e),_ close to 6.0. Based on this data, it appears that both the IP and the SSG results are fairly reasonable, irrespective of the dissipation rate tensor model assumed. All closure models considered predict a (/5/e)_ value close to 1.9 instead of 1 as a production-balance-dissipation tnodel would irnply.
Equilibrium
States of Buoyant Shear Flows
For buoyant shear flows, the approach to equilibrium is further complicated by the presence of the thermal could be interpreted to imply that the time rate of change of b0 and qi should be zero as equilibrium is approached. Furthermore, as the study of Zhao et al. (2001) showed, equilibrium buoyant turbulence as defined by dbij/dt = 0 and dqi/dt = 0 will give rise to the state parameters /3/E, Sk/e, Po/eo, R and G/e becoming constant. Thereibre, this section investigates the approach to equilibrium turbulence as predicted by the different closure models. In anticipation of results to be presented later, only the velocity model calcula- (1989) . The conclusions drawn from NK are also applicable to NLL and CL. Therefore, results obtained using NLL and CL and other members of the same group are not shown for the sake of brevity.
The time variation of the components of b(i and qi calculated using a number of velocity models and the JM model for the eo-equation are plotted in Figures 1 and 2, respectively. Only the results for the SSG, SSG/HGJ and SSG/SG are shown. It is obvious that the Reynolds stresses (Figure 1) have reached their respective constants as early as r = 100. As for the Reynolds heat fluxes, the stream component ql (Figure 2(a) ) behaves like the Reynolds stresses, but the normal component q3 (Figure 2(b) ) reaches a constant value at r _-160. Thus, equilibrium is achieved only alter r = 160. Once dbti/dt = 0 and dqi/dt = 0 have been achieved, R also reaches a constant value (Figure 3) . The constant value reached is different for different velocity models. This is not unexpected, because the equilibrium values of (fi/s)_ and (Sk/s)_ are different for different velocity models for pure shear flows as indicated in Table I . However, constant R does not necessarily imply that d(Sk/s)/dt will go to zero also. It follows from the definition of R that when R and Sk/s are becoming constant, the following relation can be deduced: (Figure 4(a) ) and S02/_ (Figure 5(a) ) for r > 100. All other velocity models tested give an increasing Sk/e and SO2/e as r increases. Consequently, these results show that the combination of models SSG/SG and JM is capable of predicting equilibrium turbulence for r > 160. Other velocity and thermal field models are not.
If equilibrium is taken to be given by b(j, qi, R, Sk/g and SO2/_, all approaching constant, then the values of/_/e and /5/_ can be derived as follows. Substituting the trace of (1), (10L (13) and (14) into (I 6), the following asymptotic relations are deduced for the equilibrium state parameters A/e and/_0/e,_. They are e C_,l -1 C_:I 1
2-C -TCd R \ l (18)
10:
SO _- The expressions+ (17) and (18) (17) and (18) also depend on the constants specified in the modeled _-and e#-equation.
In view of this, the constant values reached at equilibrium will depend on how correctly the E-and _o-equation can be modeled.
Other combinations of velocity model and _-equation model will not lead to a predicted equilibrium state. An example of one such combination (SSG and NK) is shown in Figures 6-8 , where the lime variations of the components of b(i and qi, and R are plotted, respectively. It can be seen that b,:h qi and R htil to reach their asymptotic states even for very large r (however, only the period 100 < r < 200 is shown in these figures to illustrate the behavior).
Effect of t0-Equation Modeling
The above analysis on buoyant shear flows shows that at equilibrium b_i, qi, /5/e, Sk/e, _'_/e#, R and G/_ arc constant. Therefore, the effect of the e,-cquation on the prediction of the equilibrium state parameters is examined next. The calculations were mostly carried out using the 2-Eq and the Reynolds-stress models.
In these calculations, the heat flux model invoked was that given by (12) with C3o set to zero. All a_equation models listed in Table 1 were investigated using the 2-Eq model. Only a few were examined using the Reynolds-stress models. The results for the 2-Eq model are shown in Figures 9-11 only three predict equilibrium turbulence for 0 <_ Ri _< 1. The value of R is plotted in Figure 9 tor the six e_-equation __models that yield equilibrium turbulence. Figures 10 and I1 show the equilibrium values for Sk/6 _and S02/E'_j, respectively, over the same range of Ri. The R, Sk/e and S_-/e# thus calculated are different for different _#-equation model. In general, the values predicted by the CL model are greater than those given by the other models. Four models, GJK, JM, NK and YNT, yield very similar results, however, SSZ gives equilibrium values that are consistently higher than those obtained from GJK and JM. The correctness of these predictions will have to be verified by DNS data or experimental measurements.
Not all Reynolds-stress closures can predict equilibrium turbulence with the four groups of e_-equations listed in Table I under Gerz etal. 1989) . All Reynolds stress models tested_ clearly show that R is constant (Figure 3) .
However, only SSG/SG give constant values for Sk/_: and SO2/eo (Figures 4(a) and 5(a) ). shear flows. This is especially true when buoyancy-induced gravity waves (Sommer eta/., 1997) and buoyant jets and plumes (Craft, 1991) are considered. In fact, Craft (1991) lk)und that the constants C,12, C,14 and C,/5 should be modified to make them dependent on R and the stress invariants. With 
Effect of Heat Flux Modeling
Having examined the effect of the e0-equation model, the next task is to investigate the effect of dPOi modeling. The above analysis is carried out with C3o = 0 in (12). In this section the effect of including this teim in the qb_i model on the prediction of equilibrium turbulence is studied. It should be pointed out that, in the calculations presented above, where C3o = 0 was specified _in(12), both the IP and SSG closures using 0" JM yield equilibrium turbulence where bLi. qi, R, Sk/e and S "/e0 are constant. Equilibrium turbulen:e was predicted for the range of Ri investigated. Therefore, only these two closures are investigated in detail in this section. The modeled equations solved are the same as before, except that the C30 term is retained in (12). The case studied is the DNS turbulent buoyant shear flow of Gerz et al. (1989) where Pr = 5.0 and Ri = 0.5. When the C3o term is added to (12), both IP and SSG closures predict equilibrium turbulen,:e provided the value of C2o was modified to be 0.8. As for the value of C_0, it was found that a range _f values would lead to the prediction of equilibrium turbulence. The plot of R versus C30 for the SSG cl> sure using JM is shown in Figure 12 . The figure only shows the values of R for Ri = 0.1,0.5 and 1.0. This range of C30 values is not consistent with those recommended by Launder (1978) . Therefore, these calc Jlations tend to show that, when the pressure-scrambling term is modeled with the C3o term included, the IP or the SSG closure still predicts an approach to equilibrium turbulence for all values of Ri tested f,)r a given set of C2# and C3o. However, the value of R calculated differs depending on the choice of constants. In other words, the addition of the C3_ term to (12) has an appreciable effect on the prediction of equilibrium values. This effect is not desirable because it varies with the choice of C30. Furthermore, it is not known which C3o would be more suitable for the developing stage of buoyant shear flows and for wall shear flows.
Effect of Pressure-Strain Models
The velocity closures are examined next and it is mainly concentrated on the effect of the pressure-strain models. Altogether two different pressure-strain models have been examined. SSG, SSG/HGJ and SSG/SG) tested can predict constant bij, qi and R. However,_ only the 2-Eq and SSG/SG closure are capable of predicting equilibrium behavior with Sk/e and SO2/so also becoming constant ( Figure 16 ). Together, these results show that IR SSG and SSG/HGJ fail to predict the approach to equilibrium turbulence.
In the case of IP and SSG, anisotropic modeling of the dissipation rate tensor is not Figure 14 . In the case of/3/& the 2-Eq prediction is of opposite trend to that given by the SSG-type closures. Instead of a decreasing trend for increasing Ri, the 2-Eq result shows an increasing behavior with Ri, According to the SSG/SG calculations, the heat flux contribution is quite small and is positive, while the shear component is large and is negative, Therefore, the trend displays by the 2-Eq closure could not be correct. As for the behavior of /_,/g, (Figure 14(b) ), again the SSG-type closures yield a decreasing trend similar to that of/3/g. However, the value reached at Ri = [ is muc _hsmaller than that given by the 2-Eq closure. This implies that stratification suppresses the production of 02 more strongly than its dissipation. On the other hand, the 2-Eq closure predicts that the production of 02 and its dissipation are roughly equal for Ri > 0.5. The behavior of G/_
with Ri is shown in Figure 15 . Just as before, the values predicted by the SSG-type closures are quite similar, while those given by the 2-Eq closure essentially decrease linearly with Ri.
Effect of Anisotropic Dissipation Rate Modeling
The next task is to examine the effect of anisotropic dissipation modeling on the calculation of equilibrium states. Three different dissipation models are considered. The first is the isotropic model (5), the second is that given by (6) and (7), while the third is provided by (6), (8) and (9). The IP and SSG closures are used to carry out the calculation. In all these calculations, the JM model is invoked for the g_-equation and (I 2) is solved with C3_ = 0. Again, the case calculated has the same initial conditions as those given by Gerz et al. (1989) .
From the above analysis, it is known that different dissipation rate models give rise to different predictions of the equilibrium values. The reason why the SSG/SG closure can predict equilibrium turbulence while the IR SSG and SSG/HGJ closures cannot is, perhaps, due to a difference in the modeled e-equation invoked by, the closure models. The SSG/SG closure assumes ( 11 ) while IF',SSG and SSG/HGJ invoke t l0).
The difference between these two equations is the additional dtii,_i term in ( I 1). In conjunction with (8) and (9), the leading term of d_jSij is given by a constant times kSoS(i. This term is similar to a vortex stretching term introduced by Bernard and Speziale (1992) to drive the flow to a production-balance-dissipation equilibrium with bounded energy states. Thus (11) could be interpreted as a first attempt to account for anisotropic dissipation, yet also serves to strain the vorticity by mean shear. The question then is could such a term in the modeled e-equation be sufficient to remedy the shortcoming of the IP and SSG closures without having to invoke an anisotropic dissipation rate model in ( 1) such as given by (8) and (9) , 1999) . This is obviously not the case, even for pure shear flows. An alternative to this proposal is given by ( 1 I ). The additional term in ( 11 ) could be simplified to give a term quite similar to the one proposed by Bernard and Speziale (1992) and yet not dependent on the initial turbulent Re. Since the leading term in 8dijSij is a constant times kSijS 0 and k2SoSi-/g 2 is a constant fbr homogeneous shear flows the term k2 ' ,' _ , _ _., . . .( " . , . " ,.
•, (S,'/Sii)-could be related to g-SijSij. Thus modified, the g-equatmn (11 ) could be written as where Ce4 = 0.042 is a model constant that yields the best predictions for pure shear flows. In the following, AD is used to denote the e-equation (20) and the SSG closure that solves (20) is designated as SSG/AD. In this closure the dissipation rate tensor is still modeled by (5). Thus, SSG/AD represents a lirst attempt to approximate the effect of anisotropic dissipation. If the results come out to be similar to those given by SSG/SG, then there is no need to solve (6!, (8) 
Conclusions
This investigation of the effects of turbulence models on the prediction of equilibrium states of buoyant shear flow leads to the following conclusions: (b) Among the different modeled e,-equations considered, only three groups could lead to the prediction of equilibrium turbulence when a 2-Eq closure is used. If the velocity field is closed by SSG/SG, only one group of models could give rise to equilibrium turbulence.
In this group only the JM model would predict equilibrium turbulence alter a relatively short period of time.
(c) All other closures, IE SSG, SSG/SG and SSG/HGJ, even in conjunction with JM, could not predict the approach to equilibrium turbulence.
(d) It is found that variations in the modeling of the pressure-strain tensor and the pressure-scrambling vector have little or no effect on the prediction of the approach to equilibrium turbulence. The actual predictions of the equilibrium values may differ slightly though.
(e) The SSG/AD and IP/AD closures can predict the approach to equilibrium tt.rbulence just like that of SSG/SG. This suggests that a simple accounting tor anisotropic dissipation behavior could be accomplished through a suitable modification of the _'-equation. 
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